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Navion Integrated (Navion) delivers 

purposeful and innovative graphics 

solutions that achieve business results. 

We “visualise” themes suited to your 

unique subject matter to create  

stimulating business presentations and 

professional documents for optimised 

stakeholder communications. 

With a view to becoming South Africa’s 

leading black female owned-and 

operated integrated visual graphics 

support partner, Navion provides fast 

and effective day-to-day support to 

corporate clients who require proposal 

and presentation material.

FAST & EFFECTIVE

DAY-TO-DAY SUPPORT

STIMULATING PRESENTATIONSNavion Integrated Company Profile

INTRODUCTION

Distinct ideas for powerful  
presentation delivery



BUSINESS OVERVIEW

Pushing the boundaries in  
visual and infographic design

We are staffed with seasoned individuals, 

each with a comprehensive understanding  

of the requirements expected in the 

consulting industry. Acknowledging the 

pressurised nature of the industry and 

the deadline-driven culture that calls 

for optimised time management, we are 

capacitated to service multiple clients 

simultaneously. Our accessible and scalable 

outsourced support accommodates varying 

client capacity cycles, including peak 

demand periods. Guaranteed security and 

confidentiality of data ensures we maintain 

the integrity of clients’ intellectual property 

at all times.

Each member of our team is a professional 

Microsoft PowerPoint user and select 

members have more specialised visual 

design skills to enhance all areas of visual 

delivery. In addition to developing slide 

content, Navion also provides training to 

clients’ in-house staff, equipping them 

with requisite skills for storyboarding 

presentations, making changes on-the-go 

and enhancing messaging.

Our staff are enrolled in an ongoing 

development programme to keep abreast of 

the industry and its technology as it evolves. 

In addition to pushing the boundaries in 

visual and infographic design, our software 

is continuously evaluated to ensure “fit for 

purpose” use in the ever-changing world of 

visual communications. 

By developing professional 

slides and tailoring visual 

aids to the requirements of 

its clients’ desired messaging, 

Navion is equipped to transform 

embedded information into 

distinct ideas for powerful 

presentation delivery.
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Microsoft PowerPoint 
presentations

Microsoft PowerPoint presentations

Microsoft Word 
proposals & tenders

Infographic, template & 
interactive PDF design 

Think-cell 
operation & training
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Handwritten slide conversion  Navion recreates handwritten slides, redraws maps, and converts  

     images and information from PDF into editable PowerPoint objects.

Intuitive tweaking   Navion ensures optimum usage of slide space and font size.  

     We make changes to existing slide layouts that better suit the  

     desired outcome.

Animating slides    Animation aids communication by simplifying any  

     message complexities.

Template design    Templates are designed in line with a company’s corporate identity  

     and branding.

Infographics    Infographics are used to add character to the visual communication  

     of the slides.

Template conversion   Content from Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel can be  

SERVICE OFFERING

Scalable outsourced support 
that’s geared for your business 



SERVICE OFFERING

Microsoft Word proposals & tenders

Think-cell operations & training
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Transforming raw data   As one of the world’s leading productivity tools, we harness the  

     power of Microsoft Word to transform raw data into meaningful  

     and impactful presentable information. 

Template design    Our data processing team can produce and format Microsoft Word  

     documents, create templates for tender documents and convert  

     PDF documents to Microsoft Word formats. 

Document enhancements   Navion uses this productivity tool to further enhance graphical  

     presentation through its various graphics and sound enhancement  

     features. The combination of the features of this high-tech  

     productivity tool, plus Navions’ skilled expertise delivers nothing    

     less than the ideal visual enhancement collaboration system needed  

     by our clients.

Charting and layouts   Think-cell is a powerful charting and layout software that is used  

     by more than 425,000 business professionals around the world.  

     It integrates smoothly into PowerPoint and includes over 40 chart  

     types. Think-cell comes with a fully-fledged internal datasheet based  

     on Excel. Our PowerPoint experts are fully competent with Think-cell  

     and are able to create and edit any handwritten or existing charts. 

Training     We provide Think-cell training to in-house staff, enabling them to  

     create charts and layouts on-the-go.



Natalie Morley is the Founder and Managing Director of 

Navion Integrated, which emanated from the culmination 

of her experience and expertise, gained mostly from her 

tenure as Head of Graphics 

Natalie has been in the industry for over 10 

years and started her visual graphic design 

career in 2008 with Burlington Consultants. 

Her attention to detail, hands-on approach and 

desire for continuous improvement has earned 

her industry credibility and a reputation for 

reliability.

Natalie is energised each day by her personal 

credo: “Enhance business solutions by 

transforming them to tell a story”. Her ardour is 

tangible, infectious and evident to all those that 

work with her.

STIMULATING PRESENTATIONS

LEADERSHIP

A visual graphics veteran who 
understands the consulting game
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Natalie Morley

Founder & Managing Director
Navion Integrated

“

“

Navion describes a vivid 
imagination that brings inspired 
messages to the world.



Tel:  +27 72 746 3505

Email: info@navion.co.za

www.navion.co.za
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GET IN TOUCH

Let us bring your business  
solutions to life

“

“

We help enhance business 
solutions by transforming  
them to tell a story. 


